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Abstract

Accurate representation of the aerosol lifecycle requires adequate modeling of the par-
ticle number concentration and size distribution in addition to their mass, which is often
the focus of aerosol modeling studies. This paper compares particle number concen-
trations and size distributions as predicted by three empirical nucleation parameteri-5

zations in the Weather Research and Forecast coupled with chemistry (WRF-Chem)
regional model using 20 discrete size bins ranging from 1 nm to 10 µm. Two of the pa-
rameterizations are based on H2SO4 while one is based on both H2SO4 and organic
vapors. Budget diagnostic terms for transport, dry deposition, emissions, condensa-
tional growth, nucleation, and coagulation of aerosol particles have been added to the10

model and are used to analyze the differences in how the new particle formation pa-
rameterizations influence the evolving aerosol size distribution. The simulations are
evaluated using measurements collected at surface sites and from a research aircraft
during the Carbonaceous Aerosol and Radiative Effects Study (CARES) conducted in
the vicinity of Sacramento, California.15

While all three parameterizations captured the temporal variation of the size distri-
bution during observed nucleation events as well as the spatial variability in aerosol
number, all overestimated by up to a factor of 2.5 the total particle number concentra-
tion for particle diameters greater than 10 nm. Using the budget diagnostic terms, we
demonstrate that the combined H2SO4 and low-volatility organic vapors parameteriza-20

tion leads to a different diurnal variability of new particle formation and growth to larger
sizes compared to the parameterizations based on only H2SO4. At the CARES urban
ground site, peak nucleation rates were predicted to occur around 12:00 Pacific (local)
standard time (PST) for the H2SO4 parameterizations, whereas the highest rates were
predicted at 08:00 and 16:00 PST when low-volatility organic gases are included in the25

parameterization. This can be explained by higher anthropogenic emissions of organic
vapors at these times as well as lower boundary layer heights that reduce vertical mix-
ing. The higher nucleation rates in the H2SO4-organic parameterization at these times
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were largely offset by losses due to coagulation. Despite the different budget terms for
ultrafine particles, the 10–40 nm diameter particle number concentrations from all three
parameterizations increased from 10:00 to 14:00 PST and then decreased later in the
afternoon, consistent with changes in the observed size and number distribution. Dif-
ferences among the three simulations for the 40–100 nm particle diameter range are5

mostly associated with the timing of the peak total tendencies that shift the morning
increase and afternoon decrease in particle number concentration by up to two hours.
We found that newly formed particles could explain up to 20–30 % of predicted cloud
condensation nuclei at 0.5 % supersaturation, depending on location and the specific
nucleation parameterization. A sensitivity simulation using 12 discrete size bins rang-10

ing from 1 nm to 10 µm diameter gave a reasonable estimate of particle number and
size distribution compared to the 20 size bin simulation, while reducing the associated
computational cost by ∼ 36 %.

1 Introduction

Aerosol particles are ubiquitous in the atmosphere and are important for their poten-15

tial climate impact and role in atmospheric chemistry. They absorb and scatter solar
radiation, act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN), and induce an
overall cooling effect (IPCC, 2007, 2013). They are classified depending on their origin
and source as primary or secondary particles. Primary particles originate from nat-
ural sources, such as dust and sea-salt, as well as anthropogenic sources, such as20

combustion. Secondary particles are formed through gas-to-particle partitioning pro-
cesses. The formation of secondary aerosol particles and their subsequent growth has
been observed in rural (Place et al., 2010; Ziemba et al., 2006), urban (Betha et al.,
2013; Matsui et al., 2011; Jeong et al., 2004), marine (Hoppel et al., 1994; O’Dowd
and Hoffmann, 2005), and high altitude (Venzac et al., 2009; Boulon et al., 2011; Cui25

et al., 2014) environments. Makkonen et al. (2009), Spracklen et al. (2006, 2008, 2010)
and many others have shown that secondary particle formation contributes to cloud
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condensation nuclei (CCN) and subsequently influence cloud droplet number concen-
trations and other cloud processes.

Sulfuric acid gas (H2SO4) plays an important role in the formation of small sec-
ondary aerosol particles, due to its very low vapor pressure. Recent studies showed
that H2SO4 alone cannot explain the abundance of new particles in the troposphere5

(Merikanto et al., 2007; Kirkby et al., 2011; Schobesberger et al., 2013). Thus, several
mechanisms have been proposed to describe the formation of new particles in the tro-
posphere: the binary homogeneous mechanism (BHN) involving H2SO4-H2O (Wexler
et al., 1994; McMurry, 1980; McMurry et al., 2000; Kulmala et al., 1998; Vehkamaki
et al., 2002), the ternary nucleation (TN) mechanism involving H2SO4-H2O-ammonia10

(NH3) (Napari et al., 2002; Merikanto et al., 2007), the ion induced nucleation mecha-
nism (IIN) (Turco et al., 1998; Yu and Turco, 2000, 2001; Yu et al., 2008; Kazil et al.,
2008), empirical particle formation mechanisms involving H2SO4 (Kulmala et al., 2006;
Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Kuang et al., 2008), and the combined organic
and sulfuric acid (kinetic-type) empirical mechanism (ORG) (Metzger et al., 2010; Paa-15

sonen et al., 2010). In the empirical particle formation mechanisms, the nucleation rate
is proportional to the H2SO4 concentration to the power of 1 to 2; the activation mech-
anism (ACT) (Kulmala et al., 2006) uses a power of one while the kinetic nucleation
mechanism (KIN) (McMurry and Friedlander, 1979; Kuang et al., 2008) uses a power
of two. Due to its dependency on temperature, the BHN mechanism produces new par-20

ticles in the upper and free troposphere (e.g. Spracklen et al., 2005), while the use of
state-of-the-science empirical parameterizations like ACT, KIN or ORG lead to better
agreement between modeled and observed total number concentration in the bound-
ary layer (i.e., Zhang et al., 2010a; Redington et al., 2011).

In spite of recent advancements, aerosol nucleation and growth processes are not25

yet completely understood mainly due to limited coincident measurements of aerosol
nucleation precursors (such as H2SO4, NH3, and organic acids), and the size, compo-
sition, and concentration of newly formed nanometer-sized particles. During the Cos-
mics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD) experiment, Kirby et al. (2011) showed that
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ternary nucleation, with and without ions, did not explain the observed boundary layer
nucleation, suggesting that organic vapors participated in atmospheric nucleation. Sev-
eral studies (i.e., Kuang et al., 2010, 2012; Smith et al., 2008) show that in many envi-
ronments, H2SO4 accounts for less than half of the total growth of the particles. Setyan
et al. (2012) suggested that organic vapors and, to a lesser extent, H2SO4 play key5

roles in new particle growth. Still, the role of organic vapors in particle nucleation and
subsequent growth processes is very uncertain.

Several studies have been conducted to assess how the choice of nucleation scheme
affects simulated particle number concentration (PNC) and their size distribution using
global and regional models. For example, Jung et al. (2008) analyzed the impact of10

different nucleation parameterizations on the modeled size distribution predicted by
the Dynamic Model for Aerosol Nucleation (DMAN) and its ability to reproduce the
nucleation events and non-events observed during the Pittsburgh Air Quality Study
(PAQS) conducted between July 2001 and September 2002. They showed that most
of the nucleation schemes included in their study had difficulty reproducing the ob-15

served events. In that study, the empirical particle formation mechanism (Sihto et al.,
2006) performed well on 70 % of the analyzed days, but still it predicted nucleation
events on days when nucleation was not observed. The BHN mechanism of Vehkamaki
et al. (2002) did not reproduce any observed nucleation events, and the scaling of the
nucleation rate by a correction factor of 1010 led to a predicted event on a non-event20

day. Zhang et al. (2010a) quantified the impact of 11 nucleation schemes on predicted
PNC, volume, and surface area using the US Environmental Protection Agency Com-
munity Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system version 4.4. They concluded
that, although all the parameterizations underpredicted the total PNC (by a factor of
1.3 to 14.5), the ACT empirical formation mechanism (Sihto et al., 2006) led to the best25

prediction, while the least reliable prediction was given by the Merikanto et al. (2007)
TN parameterization. Using the Global Model of Aerosol Processes (GLOMAP), Red-
dington et al. (2011) showed the use of ACT, KIN and ORG parameterizations led to
underpredictions spanning from −53 to −11 % of total PNC in the boundary layer for
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continental European monitoring station. In contrast, Jung et al. (2010) found that the
PMCAMx-UF model using the TN nucleation parameterization (Merikanto et al., 2007),
with the nucleation rate corrected using a nucleation tuner equal to 10−5, overpredicted
by 22 % the total number concentration of particles having a diameter larger than 3 nm,
while this overprediction was greater than 49 % for particles having a diameter larger5

than 10 nm.
The aim of this study is to determine the performance of several new particle forma-

tion parameterizations implemented in the chemistry version of the Weather Research
and Forecasting model (WRF-Chem) and investigate how differences in the param-
eterization formulations affect simulated spatial and temporal variations in boundary10

layer particle number concentrations during the Carbonaceous Aerosol and Radiative
Effects Study (CARES) (Zaveri et al., 2012). The principal objectives of CARES were
to examine the interaction between anthropogenic and biogenic precursors associ-
ated with secondary organic aerosol formation, the evolving mixing state of secondary
organic and black carbon aerosols, and the impact of aerosols on optical and CCN15

activation properties. A complete overview of the research objectives and the ground
and aircraft measurements collected during the CARES campaign is given by Zaveri
et al. (2012). Although the primary objectives of the campaign did not include exam-
ining the formation of new particles, measurements of particle number concentration
and size distribution showed that new particle formation events frequently occurred in20

the vicinity of Sacramento and over the western Sierra foothills. This environment is
influenced by the SO2 emissions originating from oil refineries located in the vicinity
of the Carquinez Strait and the San Francisco Bay area. Setyan et al. (2014) showed
that on days with new particle formation events during CARES, the concentration of
organics and sulfate significantly increased in particles in the Aitken mode and that the25

concentrations of species representative of urban emissions together with the photo-
oxidation products of biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and the biogenically
influenced secondary organic aerosols (SOA) were on average 50 % higher during the
event days compared to the non-event days. These findings provide means to test
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several particle formation mechanisms that include the effect of sulfuric acid alone or
combined effect of sulfuric acid and organic vapors, in addition to the BHN mechanism
currently available in WRF-Chem.

The CARES measurements are described in Sect. 2. Key features and details of the
WRF-Chem model and the simulations are described in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the5

simulated evolution of the particle number concentration compared with surface and
aircraft measurements collected on days in which new particle formation and growth
events did and did not occur, and Sect. 5 summarizes the results.

2 Measurements

During the CARES campaign ground measurements were acquired at two sites in10

northern California: one in Sacramento (38.645◦ N, 121.34◦ W, ∼ 30 ma.s.l.) and the
other in Cool (38.89◦ N, 120.97◦ W, ∼ 450 ma.s.l.), a small town located about 40 km
northeast of Sacramento. Following Zaveri at al., (2010), we will refer to the Sacra-
mento and Cool sites as “T0” and “T1”, respectively. Aerosol particle size measure-
ments at both sites were carried out using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS)15

to measure the particle the size distribution from 10 to 700 nm. Due to the lack of mea-
surements in the 1–10 nm size range, the formation of new particles was not observed.
Therefore, in the forthcoming discussion, following Setyan’s et al. (2014) terminology,
instead of “nucleation” and “new particle formation”, we will use the term “new particle
formation and growth event” (NPE). While the SMPS does not capture the initiation of20

NPEs, Zaveri et al. (2010) and Setyan et al. (2014) showed that the growth of small
particles frequently occurred during the campaign. The CCN concentration at multiple
supersaturations (0.07 to 0.5 %) was measured at both sites using Droplet Measure-
ment Technologies CCN Counters (Model 200-013 and 100-081) (Zaveri et al., 2012).
In addition to ground-based measurements, instruments deployed on the ARM Aerial25

Facility Gulfstream-1 (G-1) research aircraft, such as the condensation particle coun-
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ters CPC-3025 and CPC-3010 (Sem, 2002), measured particle number concentrations
for optical diameters greater than 3 and 10 nm, respectively.

3 Model

In this study, the WRF-Chem model version 3.5 was used (Grell et al., 2005; Fast et al.,
2006) to simulate new particle formation events and their impact on aerosol size distri-5

butions and CCN concentrations. The model domain encompassed California and the
surrounding region using a 4 km grid spacing and 65 vertically-stretched layers from
the ground up to 50 hPa. The physics options used for this study include the Morrison
double-moment microphysics scheme (Morrison et al., 2009), the Kain–Fritsch cumu-
lus parameterization (Kain, 2004), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Iacono et al.,10

2008) for longwave and shortwave radiation, the Mellor–Yamada–Janjic boundary-layer
parameterization (Janjic, 2001), and the Monin–Obukhov scheme for the surface layer.

Gas-phase chemistry is simulated using the SAPRC-99 mechanism (Carter, 2000).
Aerosol lifecycle processes are represented by the Model for Simulating Aerosol Inter-
actions and Chemistry (MOSAIC) (Zaveri et al., 2008), which has been used in numer-15

ous aerosol modeling studies (i.e. Cui et al., 2014; Ritter et al., 2013; Archer-Nicholls
et al., 2014). Aerosol species in MOSAIC included sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, sodium,
chloride, calcium, carbonate, other inorganics (i.e. dust), methanesulfonate, elemental
carbon, primary organic aerosols (POA), and aerosol water (Zaveri et al., 2008). Sec-
ondary organic aerosols (SOA) are represented by the simplified volatility basis-set20

(VBS) approach of Shrivastava et al. (2011), with additional updates for biogenic SOA
yields (Shrivastava et al., 2014, in preparation). The VBS approach treats traditional
and non-traditional SOA species and precursor gases that partition between particle
and gas phases. Traditional SOA precursors derive from oxidation of anthropogenic
(e.g., aromatics) and biogenic (e.g., isoprene and terpenes) primary gases, and these25

are represented with 4 volatility bins having saturation vapor concentrations (C*) of 0.1,
1, 10 and 100 µgm−3 (at 298 K). Non-traditional SOA precursor gases derive from the
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oxidation of semi- and intermediate volatility primary gases that are emitted during fos-
sil and bio-fuel combustion and biomass burning; these are represented with 2 volatility
bins having C* of 0.001 and 106 µgm−3.

Initial and boundary conditions for the chemical species in our simulations, includ-
ing the mass and number size distribution of primary aerosol species, are taken from5

the MOZART-4 global chemistry-transport model (Emmons et al., 2010). We reduced
the initial and boundary conditions of aerosol concentrations from MOZART-4 by 50 %
since Fast et al. (2014) found that long-range transport was likely over-estimated when
comparing simulated values to aerosol optical depth and extinction profile measure-
ments.10

Biogenic trace gas emissions are calculated online using the MEGAN model (Guen-
ther et al., 2006). Anthropogenic emissions are obtained from the California Air Re-
sources Board (CARB) 2010 project emissions available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/
app/emsinv/fcemssumcat2009.php. The lognormal size distribution of emitted anthro-
pogenic primary particles uses a geometrical mean diameter of 50 nm and a standard15

deviation of 2 (Cui et al., 2014). To avoid an artificial increase of 1 nm particles, primary
aerosol emissions for particles smaller than 10 nm are not considered. Mineral dust
and sea salt emissions are calculated on line (Shaw et al., 2008).

In the public release of WRF-Chem, MOSAIC uses a sectional framework where
the aerosol size distribution is divided into 4 or 8 discrete size bins spanning 39 nm20

to 10 µm diameter. However, these bins do not capture the freshly nucleated particles
that have diameters of a few nanometers. Recently, Matsui et al. (2011, 2013) and Cui
at al., (2014) added a new sectional framework option for MOSAIC in WRF-Chem that
uses 20 bins to represent nucleation and particle growth in the range of 1 nm to 10 µm,
and a state-of-the-science empirical cluster activation (ACT) theory parameterization25

(Kulmala et al., 2006; Sihto et al., 2006). They compared new particle formation (NPF)
and particle number concentrations predicted by that approach with land- and aircraft-
based measurements. In Matsui et al. (2011), the use of empirical activation type nu-
cleation inside WRF-Chem generally reproduced the number of observed event and
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non-event days for a measurement site located ∼ 50 km south of Beijing; however, the
modeled SO2 concentration was overestimated by a factor of 6 for this location. Matsui
et al. (2013) applied the same approach for another case using several stations located
in Korea and Japan. In that study, the simulated average number concentration for par-
ticles having a diameter greater than 10 nm (CN10) was overestimated within a factor5

of 2, while the temporal variation of CN10 was not well reproduced. Cui et al. (2014)
showed that the use of the ACT parameterization combined with an improved treatment
of SOA formation from biogenic emissions at a forest site in Colorado led to a more ac-
curate simulation of aerosol particles in the 4–100 nm size range compared with the
default WRF-Chem model, including onset times, number concentrations, and number10

mean diameters.
For this study, we performed simulations using the 20 size bin framework (Matsui

et al., 2011, 2013; Cui at al., 2014) with 5 different nucleation parameterizations: two
based on classical binary homogeneous nucleation theory (Wexler et al., 1994 and
Vehkamaki et al., 2002) and 3 newer empirical parameterizations. The Wexler param-15

eterization is the default nucleation parameterization used with MOSAIC in the public
release of WRF-Chem, and is used in our study for that reason. The Wexler parame-
terization defines a critical H2SO4 concentration at which the nucleation rate is approx-
imately 1 particlecm−3 s−1, based on early classical BHN results. When the ambient
gaseous H2SO4 concentration exceeds this critical concentration, all gaseous H2SO420

in excess of the critical value is used to produce new particles having a diameter equal
to the smallest diameter covered by the model’s sectional framework (e.g., 1 nm in the
20 size bin framework or 39 nm in the 8 size bin framework).

In the Vehkamaki parameterization, theoretical BHN nucleation rates (derived by
Vehkamaki et al., 2002) over a wide range of temperature, relative humidity, and25

gaseous H2SO4 concentration are approximated (fitted) by a rather complicated an-
alytical expression involving exponentials and polynomials of order 1 to 3.

We performed simulations using the Wexler and Vehkamaki parameterizations with
the 20 size bin sectional framework, and using the MOSAIC WRF-Chem default con-
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figuration of the Wexler parameterization with the 8 size bin sectional framework. Due
their poor performance, the results from the 20 size bin Wexler and Vehkamaki sim-
ulations are not presented; these simulations were not able to reproduce either the
observed new particle formation events or the observed particle number concentra-
tions. In addition, Zhang et al. (2010b) note that the Wexler parameterization often5

produces unrealistically high nucleation rates. We performed simulations with three
of the recent empirical nucleation parameterizations using the 20 size bin sectional
framework. These parameterizations are used in the boundary layer, while the Wexler
parameterization is applied in the free troposphere. This approach was tested in pre-
vious global and regional modeling studies (e.g. Spracklen et al., 2006; Matsui et al.,10

2011; Reddington et al., 2011). For the activation type nucleation (ACT) and kinetic
type nucleation (KIN), the formation rates of 1 nm particles are linear or second-order
functions of H2SO4 concentration defined as:

J = kACT × [H2SO4], (1)

and15

J = kKIN × [H2SO4]2, (2)

Previous studies showed that kACT and kKIN coefficients derived from observations in
different locations span several order of magnitude: kACT ranges from 3.3×10−8 to
3.5×10−4 s−1 (i.e. Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007); while kKIN ranges from
2.4×10−15 to 1.3×10−10 cm3 s−1 (Riipinen et al., 2007; Kuang et al., 2008). In this20

study we use kACT = 2×10−6 s−1 and kKIN = 2×10−12 cm3 s−1, following Reddington
et al. (2011). Cui et al. (2014) also recommend the use of kACT = 2×10−6 s−1 based
on the measured formation rates of ultrafine particles over a pine forest.

Although the ACT and KIN parameterizations have been used in many studies (i.e.
Spracklen et al., 2006; Kuang et al., 2008). Metzger et al. (2010) showed that organic25

vapors are important for the nucleation processes. We therefore performed an addi-
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tional simulation using the combined organic and H2SO4 mechanism (ORG):

J = kORG × [H2SO4]× [OV], (3)

where kORG = 5×10−13 cm−3 s−1 as in Reddington et al. (2011) and OV=organic va-
pors.

In our WRF-Chem implementation, the OV used in this mechanism consist of the5

lowest volatility gases of the SOA mechanism (those with C*=0.1 and 0.001 µgm−3).
In comparison, the OV in Redington et al. (2011) was the first stage oxidation product of
monoterpenes. Following Yli-Juunti et al. (2013), an upper limit of 108 moleculescm−3

for the OV is used in Eq. (3).
Once formed, the new particles then grow by condensation of inorganic and organic10

gases, and for the small initial sizes, the Kelvin effect influences the condensation rates.
MOSAIC treats the Kelvin effect for the condensation of inorganic gases (although
H2SO4 is treated as non-volatile), but the SOA gas-particle partitioning treatment was
modified to include the Kelvin effect. We assume a surface tension of 50 dynecm−1, and
a molecular weight of 250.0 gmol−1 for the condensable OV, so at 298 K, the Kelvin15

effect increases the effective saturation vapor concentrations over 1 nm particles by
a factor of 55.

Budget diagnostics for aerosol nucleation, emission, condensational growth, coag-
ulation, transport, dry deposition and total tendencies (the sum of all the individually
computed tendencies) were saved to illustrate when and where new particle formation20

events occurred and better understand how they influence the evolution of the aerosol
size distribution.

We also performed two additional simulations with the ACT parameterization. One
used 12 discrete size bins, also ranging from 1 nm to 10 µm diameter, with good res-
olution in the size range of interest to this study (new particle formation). The other25

used the MOSAIC default 8 size bins, with diameters rangings from 40 nm to 10 µm, to
quantify the performance and computational cost of this size bin structure compared
to the 12-bin and 20-bin versions. In order to take into account nuclei growth from 1
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to 40 nm by condensation, cluster scavenging, and self-coagulation in the default 8
bin version, we applied the Kerminen and Kulmala (2002) parameterization. For this
purpose, we calculate the growth time from 1 to 40 nm, and from 40 to 63 nm, due to
H2SO4 condensation only and due to H2SO4 +OV condensation for the 20 bin version
of the model. Using the linear regression method in which we set the intercept value5

equal to 0, we estimate that the growth time from 1 to 40 nm is ∼ 0.74 h, and tuned
the growth rate defined in the Kerminen and Kulmala (2002) parameterization with this
factor.

In addition to improving simulations of the aerosol formation and growth processes
in MOSAIC, the results of this study will form the basis of incorporating one or more10

new nucleation schemes into the public version of WRF-Chem.

4 Results

The discussion of the model results focuses on the NPE observed between 7 and
16 June 2010. The prevailing westerly to southwesterly atmospheric flow on 7–9 June
and 15–16 June 2010 transported SO2 from the San Francisco Bay area to the vicin-15

ity of Sacramento and produced NPE on these days. Due to changes of synoptic
conditions associated with a trough formed over the western US from 10 June to
14 June 2010 (Fast et al., 2012), weak or no NPEs were observed at the T0 (urban) and
T1 (rural) sites on these days. The shift to strong northerly winds led to a decrease of
Bay Area emissions transported over Sacramento, consequently decreasing SO2 and20

the total observed particle number concentration. We first evaluate the overall impact
of the nucleation parameterizations on particle number and size distribution at the sur-
face and aloft, using measurements collected at the T0 and T1 sites as well as along
G-1 aircraft flight paths during the 7 to 16 June period. We then provide a more detailed
analysis of the simulated formation of new particles and growth at ground level for an25

observed NPE on 8 June 2010 and on 12 June 2010 when no NPE was observed.
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Finally, we determine how the differences in particle number and size distribution as-
sociated with the nucleation parameterizations affect predicted CCN.

4.1 Temporal variability in particle number concentration

The ability of the model to simulate the observations is evaluated using statistical
scores including normalized mean bias (NMB), and the correlation factor between5

simulated and measured values (R). Due to the minimum cutoff size of the SMPS
instrument, we investigated the behavior of CN10 (particle number concentration hav-
ing Dp ≥ 10 nm), CN40 (Dp ≥ 40 nm) and CN100 (Dp ≥ 100 nm). Tables 1 and 2 present
NMB and R for these three parameters from four model configurations at the T0 and
T1 sites. Model performance in simulating PM1 and PM2.5 concentrations using the10

default WRF-Chem 8 size-bin and Wexler nucleation parameterization configuration
(WEX-8BIN) has already been presented in Fast et al. (2014); however, we note that
small errors in simulated mass due to additional emissions in the 10–40 nm range can
lead to relatively large errors in number concentration for small particles.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the overall temporal variability of high particle concentra-15

tions before and after the passage of the trough between 10 and 14 June was generally
captured by the explicit (20 size bin) nucleation schemes used in our study, although
they usually overestimate the observed particle number concentrations.

First, we analyze how the standard configuration of WRF-Chem (8BIN) behaves
compared to the measurements. Since the 8BIN simulation does not explicitly resolve20

nucleation and the geometric diameter range for the smallest size bin is from 39 to
78 nm, only CN40 and CN100 are examined. As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, the
WEX-8BIN simulation is able to reproduce the observed diurnal and multi-day vari-
ation of CN40 (R = 0.31 and 0.57 for the T0 and T1 sites, respectively), and largely
underestimates the observed number concentration for both the T0 and T1 sites (see25

Tables 1 and 2). In the case of CN100, the 8BIN simulation also tends to underestimate
the observed concentration (up to 65 % at the T1 site) with CN100 R values of 0.60 and
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0.32 calculated between observations and modeling results at the T0 and T1 sites,
respectively.

We now discuss how well simulations conducted using the empirical nucleation pa-
rameterizations with 20 size bins agree with the measurements. All three empirical
nucleation parameterizations reproduce the overall observed daily variability as shown5

Figs. 1 and 2, although during the NPEs they usually overestimate the PNC in differ-
ent size ranges. The ACT, KIN and ORG simulations overestimate the observed CN10
(from 178 % for ACT up to 255 % for KIN), although the correlation coefficient suggests
reasonable agreement in temporal variability between observations and modeling re-
sults (R > 0.70). The overestimation is reduced for the CN40 and CN100 particles, and10

the best results are obtained at the rural T1 site that is not influenced by as high anthro-
pogenic emission rates (see Table 1 and 2). Moreover, during the southwesterly flow
periods the maximum peaks of CN10 are overpredicted within a factor of 3 by all explicit
mechanisms involved in our simulations, while the CN40 and CN100 maximum peaks
tend to be overpredicted by a factor of 2 (Figs. 1 and 2). The normalized mean bias of15

CN10 during this period ranges from 187 % for ACT to 347 % for KIN. The overpredic-
tion factors for all three empirical parameterizations are reduced during the northerly
flow period, when SO2 transport through the Carquinez Strait to the measurement sites
is significantly reduced. During this period the normalized mean bias of CN10 particles
is lower and ranges from 129 % for ACT to 278 % for KIN. Based on this analysis of20

PNC in several size ranges, we conclude that for both measurement sites, the ACT
parameterization performs somewhat better than the KIN and ORG parameterizations.

4.2 Analysis of the observed NPE on 8 June 2010

Figures 3 and 4 compare the hourly modeled and observed number size distributions
as a function of particle diameter at the T0 and T1 sites, respectively, on 8 June.25

For this study we have adopted the classification of the observed nucleation events
given by Boy et al. (2008). Based on occurrence and clarity of new particle forma-
tion events, they define four categories: A-event days, B-event days, undefined, and
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non-event days. According to their classification an A-event shows a clear nucleation
mode particles (the highest number of particles are observed at the lowest measurable
SMPS size) and subsequent growth to larger sizes; a B-event is less clearly than an
A-event (the highest number of particles are not observed in the first SMPS size bin,
but at a greater diameter) and it is followed by the subsequent growth. Non-event days5

are those with no particle formation, while the days that cannot be classified as event or
non-event days are called undefined days. Following this classification, on 8 June 2010
for both the T0 and T1 sites a “class B” event occurred. Thus, the highest concentration
of particles are not observed in the first SMPS size bin (∼ 12.2 and 8.75 nm diameter
at the T0 and T1 sites), but at a greater diameter (∼ 13.6 and 16 nm diameter at the T010

and T1 sites on this day), and growth of these particles to Aitken mode was observed
(Figs. 3a and 4a).

All of the simulations captured the observed NPE but with different PNC. The ACT,
KIN, and ORG schemes behave similarly on this day, leading to a daily NMB for CN10
of 234, 346, and 206 % at the T0 site and 143, 198 and 175 % at the T1 site, respec-15

tively. Correlation coefficients were between 0.89 and 0.92, indicating a good temporal
agreement between observed and simulated CN10.

Observations at both sites show an increase of particles in 10–20 nm range around
09:00 PST (Figs. 3a and 4a). These particles continue to grow in size in the follow-
ing hours until they reach 80–100 nm. Although the observed onset of nucleation20

starts around 09:00 PST, in our simulations the onset of nucleation is two hours earlier
(Figs. 3b–d and 4b–d). This behavior could be attributed to the break-up of stable noc-
turnal boundary layer and vertical mixing with cleaner air from the lower troposphere,
which can trigger the formation of new particles (Kristensson et al., 2008). On this day,
the simulated boundary layer growth at the T0 site was very similar to that derived25

from radiosonde observations; therefore, vertical mixing associated with the growing
convective boundary layer is likely reasonably simulated by the model. From the com-
parison of simulated CN10 aloft with the measurements during the morning G-1 flight
on this day, the overestimation factors for CN10 aloft (90, 73, and 118 % for ACT, KIN,
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and ORG) are much lower than for the surface sites. Therefore, the cleaner simulated
free troposphere air could enhance formation of new particles near the surface as the
boundary layer grows, as shown in Fig. 5. This figure also shows that for ACT the
highest concentration of small particles coming from the nucleation process occurs at
∼ 2/3 of the boundary layer height. A higher number of small particles exists at this5

altitude compared to the number predicted at the surface, with concentrations aloft
∼ 30 % and ∼ 25 % greater at T0 and T1, respectively. These particles formed aloft
would be quickly transported to the surface by turbulent vertical mixing. KIN acts in
a similar manner as ACT, although it predicts an increased number of small particles.
In contrast, ORG predicts that the highest concentration of particles occurs at the sur-10

face. We can associate this with the relatively high concentration of OV predicted at the
surface compared to the upper layers; therefore, enhanced particle production at this
level is not unexpected when the ORG parameterization is used. In addition, the simu-
lated growth of particles corresponds to the increase of fine-particle SOA mass (Fig. 6),
which also starts about 2 h before the observed NPE, indicating that SOA might have15

contributed to the simulated growth of ultrafine particles.
The observed continuous growth of nucleation mode particles through the day at

both T0 and T1 sites (Figs. 3a and 4a) suggests that nucleation and growth take places
over regional scales. Figure 7a shows the simulated nucleation rate (from ACT) av-
eraged from the surface to ∼ 130 ma.g.l. from 05:00 to 09:00 PST on 8 June 2010.20

Superimposed on this figure is a back trajectory (at 100 ma.g.l.) for air arriving at the
T0 site at 09:00 PST on this day. The back trajectory indicates the air mass is trans-
ported by southwesterly winds from the San Francisco Bay area through the Carquinez
Strait into the Central Valley before arriving in Sacramento. The peak nucleation rates
occur over industrialized region along northern San Francisco Bay that extends to-25

wards the T0 site. Nucleation also occurs over most of the Sacramento Valley, but the
rates are about an order of magnitude lower than between the Carquienez Strait and
Sacramento. Figure 7b shows the computed PNC in the 1–10 nm (CN1–10), 10–40 nm
(CN10–40) and 40–100 nm (CN40–100) ranges along the trajectory. High concentrations
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of CN1–10 and CN10–40 particles occur along the trajectory prior to their arrival over the
T0 site. The sharp increase of CN1–10 particles after 05:00 PST 8 June, followed two
hours later by the increase of CN10–40 particles are associated with the early morning
onset of nucleation. The model results indicate that nucleation and growth of aerosol
particles were not only a local phenomenon, but also took place upwind of Sacramento5

before being transported over the T0 site (see Fig. 7a and b).
To obtain a better understanding of the factors that contribute to differences in the

simulated number size distribution among the different parameterizations, we use bud-
get diagnostics. These diagnostics are the tendencies associated with dry deposition
plus vertical turbulent mixing, other transport (advection and horizontal turbulent mix-10

ing), emissions, condensation, nucleation, coagulation, and total tendency that affect
PNC in the 1–10, 10–40, and 40–100 nm diameter ranges. As shown in Figs. 8–10 the
use of different nucleation parameterizations leads to differences associated with the
processes that contribute to aerosol formation and growth.

Even though both the ACT and KIN parameterizations depend only on H2SO4 con-15

centration, the differences in their formulation lead to differences in the nucleation rates
and consequently CN10 concentration, as shown previously. The KIN nucleation rates
are higher than the ACT nucleation rates by as much as 1474 and 930 % at the T0 and
T1 sites, respectively. These differences in the nucleation rate could explain the differ-
ences in the magnitude of the budget terms associated with condensation (Figs. 8c, 9c,20

and 10c), coagulation (Figs. 8e, 9e, and 10e) and predicted particle number concen-
tration in the 1 to 10 nm range (Figs. 8g, 9g, and 10g). Moreover, these differences
in the nucleation rate could also explain the magnitude of combined nucleation and
coagulation processes (Fig. 8h) that suggest for ACT the coagulation loss is more im-
portant than nucleation production. Similarly, the higher predicted nucleation rate for25

KIN (Fig. 8d) could explain the difference in predicted number concentration in 1 to
10 nm range (Fig. 8g). The aforementioned budget terms (nucleation, condensation,
and coagulation) that contribute to the formation and growth of particles are strongly
correlated with the diurnal variation of H2SO4 concentration at both sites on this day
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(less so with the ORG parameterization), although their magnitudes highly differ. Note
that the diurnal variations of budget terms for dry deposition plus vertical mixing and
for other transport for 10–40 and 40–100 nm particles are similar among the ACT, KIN,
and ORG simulations (Figs. 9a, b and 10a, b), but the diurnal variations in these budget
terms for 1–10 nm particles are quite different among the three nucleation parameteri-5

zations. Figure 8a shows that while the CN1–10 in KIN are lost through deposition and
vertical mixing processes, a net gain of particles is predicted during mid-day hours and
late afternoon using ACT, showing the impact of vertical mixing on predicted number
concentration at the surface. Moreover, analysis of the other transport budget term
(Fig. 8b) shows an increase of CN1–10 at T0 starting with the onset of modeled nucle-10

ation for both the ACT and KIN parameterizations, but a weak decrease for the ORG
parameterization. These findings confirm that the nucleation and growth of aerosol
particles are not just a local phenomenon but take place over a regional scale. A net
gain of particles transported from upwind is simulated using ACT in the late afternoon
(Fig. 8b), suggesting that the differences associated with the nucleation parameteri-15

zation formulation and their strength impacts non-local phenomena such as horizontal
transport.

We note that the use of the ACT and ORG schemes leads to similar results in terms
of total PNC and size distribution during this day, whereas the budget diagnostic terms
show several differences. Pierce et al. (2012) found a relatively small difference be-20

tween ACT and ORG scheme simulations, which they attributed to high correlations of
both H2SO4 and low-volatility organics with sunlight. In our simulation only H2SO4 is
highly correlated with downward short wave flux (R = 0.83 over 06:00 to 20:00 PST),
while the low-volatility OV concentrations are relatively poorly correlated with the down-
ward shortwave radiation flux (R = 0.38). As shown in Fig. 11, the daily variability of25

H2SO4 and OV concentrations present a different behavior, with H2SO4 concentrations
peaking at 1.34×108 moleculescm−3 close to 13:00 PST and OV concentration peak-
ing at 6.57×106 moleculescm−3 around 17:00 PST. Although both H2SO4 and OV are
linked to the formation of OH radicals via photolysis, and hence to the predicted solar
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radiation that regulates the intensity of photochemical reactions, their different diurnal
patterns can be related to lifetime differences. Thus, the longer lifetime of OV com-
pared to H2SO4 in association with the shallow boundary layer might explain the timing
of predicted peaks for these gases.

The nucleation budget term demonstrates the impact of these low-volatility gases on5

the new particle formation. The ORG budget terms and particle number concentration
for 1–10 nm particles have a different diurnal variability compared to ACT (Fig. 8). As
can be seen from Fig. 8d and g, the ORG scheme shows two peaks in particle concen-
tration that are associated with the increase of H2SO4 concentration in the morning,
and the increase of low-volatility OV concentration during the afternoon. As in case10

of ACT and KIN, the ORG budget terms associated with condensation (Figs. 8c, 9c,
and 10c), nucleation (Fig. 8d) and coagulation (Figs. 8e, 9e, and 10e) show the con-
nection of these terms to the way that the nucleation is parameterized. Still, the budget
terms and predicted number concentration (Figs. 9g and 10g) in the 10–40 nm and
40–100 nm size range present almost the same daily variability for all aforementioned15

parameterizations. Thus, we can say that even though the treatment of NPF has a great
impact on the production rate of freshly nucleated aerosols (Fig. 8), removal processes
through condensation, coagulation or dry deposition are efficient and could explain the
relatively similar CN40 and CN100 predicted by ACT, KIN and ORG schemes. Analyzing
the total tendency of particle number we note that particles in 1–10 nm range have a net20

gain of particles starting around 05:00 PST (Fig. 8f); this trend is kept for larger parti-
cles, with a modeled net gain that starts around 06:00 PST for particles in 10–40 nm
range (Fig. 9f) and around 08:00 PST for particles in 40–100 nm range (Fig. 10f). This
behavior is in accord with new particle formation and growth processes.

In general, the simulations also capture the observed simultaneous decrease of par-25

ticle size and number concentrations during the afternoon, as can be seen in Figs. 1
and 2. The size distribution changes are more clearly seen in Fig. 12, which shows the
observed and simulated particle number distributions at 06:00, 14:00, and 19:00 PST
on 8 June 2010. The measurements show that the 20–100 nm PNC increases between
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06:00 and 14:00 PST, presumably due to nucleation and condensational growth. Par-
ticle concentrations decrease later in the afternoon as nucleation rates decrease and
the wind direction shifts. All nucleation schemes reproduced this variation in 20–100 nm
PNC during the day at the T0 site, while at the T1 site both the observed and simulated
PNC did not decrease between 14:00 and 19:00 LST. Southwesterly winds during the5

afternoon of 8 June transported air from the vicinity of Sacramento to the T1 site and
kept concentrations of small particles relatively high.

In summary, we show that all the empirical parameterizations used in our simu-
lations were able to qualitatively reproduce characteristics of the observed NPE on
8 June 2010. However, for all parameterizations the onset of the NPE was about 2 h10

too soon and the simulated PNC was too high. From the analysis of budget diagnostic
terms for 1–10 nm particles, we find that at both T0 and T1 sites on this day, the ACT
and KIN simulations exhibit almost the same temporal variability and are highly corre-
lated with the diurnal variation of H2SO4 concentration. In contrast to the ACT and KIN
simulations that show one peak in nucleation rate around noon, the diurnal variability15

from the ORG simulation is different, showing two peaks for nucleation rates and many
other differences in budget diagnostic terms for 1–10 nm particles. Thus, the different
nucleation parameterizations lead to different results in both particle number and size
distribution.

4.3 Analysis of an observed non-NPE on 12 June 201020

On 12 June 2010, modest increases in CN10 were observed at the T0 and T1 sites dur-
ing the day (Figs. 1 and 2). The observed size distributions in Figs. 13a and 14a show
that the number of particles in 10–30 nm size range increased during the day, but this
was not followed by particle growth to larger sizes, as was the case on 8 June 2010.
Although some nucleation was likely occurring, this behavior does not qualify as a nu-25

cleation event, based on the Boy et al. (2008) classification. The daily NMB values
show that ACT, KIN, and ORG simulations overestimate CN10 by 192, 199, and 307 %,
respectively, at the T0 site and by 139, 313 and 118 %, respectively, at the T1 site.
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Correlation coefficients between observed and simulated values range between 0.40
and 0.49, indicating that these parameterizations coupled with other model processes
did not capture the observed diurnal variability as well as on 8 June.

The observed particle number size distribution at the T0 site shows a shift in the
maximum from 10–30 nm range to 20–50 nm range after 19:00 PST (Fig. 13a). All sim-5

ulations reproduce this feature, although the shift in size is between 20 and 80 nm and
the PNC is too high.

A possible explanation for this observed and also modeled feature can be related to
the structure of the boundary layer. In contrast to the growth of the convective boundary
layer during the day, the simulated boundary layer collapse after 18:00 PST, coinciding10

with increased stability near the surface. This stability does not allow vertical mixing
with the air aloft; therefore, large particles remain constricted to the boundary layer
and lead to the simulated increase in the 20–80 nm range. Again, as in the case of
8 June, we speculate that the change in wind direction and the decrease of wind speed
between 18:00 and 19:00 PST might also explain the shift in particle size distribution.15

With lower wind speeds, fewer particles are transported away (Figs. 15b and 16b). At
the same time we noticed a net gain of particles in the 40–100 nm size range (Fig. 17c),
most likely coming from the condensation of OV, that is within an order of magnitude
higher than the predicted H2SO4 (Fig. 11).

As in case of 8 June 2010, the analysis of budget terms associated with the formation20

and growth of particles together with the predicted number concentration shows that
the differences in the nucleation rate formulation lead to relatively large daily variability
in the 1–10 nm size range (Fig. 15), while these differences are generally much smaller
in the 10–40 nm and 40–100 nm size ranges (Figs. 16 and 17). For this particular case,
most budget terms for ACT and KIN are similar for all size ranges (Figs. 15–17), al-25

though nucleation and coagulation for 1–10 nm particles is larger for KIN, while ORG
shows the impact of low-volatility OV on the nucleation rate and subsequent influence
on diurnal variation. During this period, the amount of SO2 transport to the site is small,
so there is less H2SO4 present compared to the low-volatility OV generated from local
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sources. Thus nucleation and subsequent growth of new particles is greater in case of
the ORG simulation because of the local sources of OV, leading to the larger overesti-
mation of 1–10 nm (Fig. 15g) and 10–40 nm particles (Fig. 16g) at the T0 site compared
to the other mechanisms.

Due to missing measurements between 12:00 and 18:00 PST, the evolving observed5

particle number size distribution at the T1 site (Fig. 14a) is not complete. Still, as for the
T0 site, we can observe at T1 a maximum in size distribution at 11:00 PST in the 10–
30 nm range which is shifted towards the 30–50 nm range after 18:00 PST. However,
the simulations are not able to reproduce this feature, with the model indicating a shift
from the 6–10 to the 10–20 nm range. From an analysis of the budget terms and the OV10

gas concentration, we can attribute the shift in the T1 size distribution around sunset
to the same causes as the T0 shift, namely the boundary layer collapse, variations in
wind speed and direction, and (for the ORG parameterization) the condensation of OV.

4.4 Impact of nucleation parameterizations on physical processes associated
to the NPEs15

Table 3 shows selected budget terms on all NPE days (7–11 June and 14–
16 June 2010 at the T0 site, and 7–10 June and 14–16 June at the T1 site) averaged
over the period from 04:00 PST through 16:00 PST. On each NPE day, the nucleation
budget terms for 1–10 nm particles from the three nucleation parameterizations differ
by factors of about 10–50. The ACT nucleation term is always the smallest, and there20

are large differences between KIN and ORG on many days, with KIN largest on some
days and ORG largest on others. Yet, the nucleation and coagulation terms are sim-
ilar in magnitudes for any given parameterization and day, indicating that coagulation
strongly moderates the large differences in nucleation rates. This sustains the findings
from the diurnal variability analysis of 8 June 2010 NPE.25

The CN1–10 condensation tendencies for all three parameterizations are much closer
in magnitude to each other, generally within a factor of 2, except for the 7 June 2010
case when the condensation tendencies are higher by factors of 4.6 and 5.6 for KIN and
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ORG compared to ACT. The CN1–10 condensation tendency (when multiplied by −1)
gives the effective production of particles larger than 10 nm diameter. These effective
CN> 10 production rates are thus much less sensitive to the nucleation parameteriza-
tions, and are also much smaller in magnitude than the nucleation rates, because of
the strong modulation of nucleation by coagulation.5

The combined condensation and coagulation tendencies for 10–100 nm particles are
quite similar to the CN1–10 condensation on some days but are lower by factors of about
2–4 on other days, indicating further modulation of the new particle production by coag-
ulation on some days. For the 7 June 2010 case noted above, the combined CN10–100
condensation and coagulation terms from the three nucleation parameterizations are10

somewhat closer (factor of 2.8 range) compared to the CN1–10 condensation (factor of
5.6 range) due to this additional modulation. Note that the CN10–100 condensation plus
coagulation term for KIN is on average about 40 % higher than for ACT, and this is in
agreement with the KIN vs. ACT CN10 concentration differences presented in Sect. 4.1.

The differences in the CN1–10 budget terms for horizontal transport, vertical mixing15

and dry deposition indicate the impact of nucleation and growth processes over re-
gional spatial scales. As stated previously, the efficiency of removal processes such
as condensation, coagulation or dry deposition could explain the relatively small dif-
ferences among simulations for the predicted particle number concentrations in the
10–40 and 40–100 nm size ranges (see Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 3). Once more, we20

have shown that although the formulation of the nucleation rate parameterization im-
pacts the prediction of newly formed particles, removal processes strongly modulate
the nucleation parameterization differences.

4.5 Comparison with aircraft measurements in the and above boundary layer

As shown in Table 4, all simulations produced average particle number concentrations25

aloft that were generally too high when compared to the CPC measurements collected
during the eight aircraft flights. The statistics for particles with diameters greater than
3 nm (CN3) show that all parameterizations predicted more particles in the nucleation
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mode than were measured. The best results were obtained from the ACT simulation
(NMB ranging from 157 to 274 %) and the worst results were obtained for the KIN
simulation (NMB ranging from 162 to 845 %). A similar statistical trend occurred for
CN10, except that the differences between model results and observations were greatly
reduced compared to CN3. For CN10, the KIN simulation had a NMB between 105 and5

338 %, while the ACT simulation had a NMB between 69 and 230 %.
There are a few instances, such as the flight during the afternoon on 8 June (flight

08b), in which the statistical analysis shows that all the simulations reproduced the
observed spatial variability of CN3 and CN10 reasonably well (R > 0.67 and R > 0.77),
while overestimating the observed concentration (CN3 concentration has a NMB rang-10

ing from 204 % for ORG to 603 % for KIN while CN10 concentration has a NMB ranging
from 162 % for ACT to 219 % for KIN). There are other cases for which the simulated
CN3 and CN10 concentration have similar high biases, but the simulated spatial vari-
abilities do not agree well with the measurements (low correlation), such as on the
afternoon of 12 June 2010 (flight 12b).15

To summarize the overall performance of the different simulations we also computed
statistics for all flights combined (see Table 4). As for individual flights, the best results
were obtained when using the ACT parameterization (NMB of 226 and 162 % for CN3
and CN10, respectively) and the worst results were obtained for the KIN parameteriza-
tion (NMB of 608 and 239 % for CN3 and CN10, respectively). The correlation coeffi-20

cients (between 0.48 and 0.54) show a moderate agreement in capturing the observed
spatial variability of both CN3 and CN10.

We also examined the model performance in simulating CN3 and CN10 as function
of aircraft altitude, using intervals from the ground to 500, 500–1000, 1000–1500, and
1500–2000 ma.g.l. Comparisons between the measured and predicted median PNC,25

together with 25th and 75th percentiles, for the afternoon flights of 8 June and 12 June
are shown in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. Below 1000 ma.g.l., the simulated CN3 and
CN10 concentrations are usually 100–200 % higher than the corresponding measure-
ments (see Figs. 18 and 19). Note that the afternoon maximum boundary layer height
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on 8 June was ∼ 800 ma.g.l. (Fig. 3), suggesting that the majority of the measured and
simulated CN3 and CN10 particles were located within the boundary layer. Compari-
son between modeled and observed CN3 and CN10 medians and interquartile ranges
above 1000 ma.g.l. on 8 June 2010 (Fig. 18c, d, g and h) shows that all simulations rea-
sonably represent the measurements. CN3 concentrations have a NMB ranging from5

56 % for ACT to 211 % for KIN, while CN10 is overestimated by 70–100 %. This behav-
ior can be associated with lower SO2 concentrations at these altitudes (simulated but
not measured), and consequently lower H2SO4 concentrations and less new particle
formation.

The strong northerly winds present on 12 June 2010 led to much lower SO2 con-10

centrations compared to 8 June, and this might explain the relatively homogeneous
observed and simulated particle number concentrations at different altitudes (Fig. 19).
Yet, the median values of CN3 show that our simulations still overestimate number con-
centrations by up to a factor of 6, especially for KIN and ORG, while the overestimation
factor reaches 4.5 for CN10.15

This comparison of simulated particle concentrations with the aircraft measurements
shows that the three nucleation parameterizations were able to reproduce the tempo-
ral and spatial variations in particle number for several flights; however, the simulated
concentrations in the boundary layer are too high, especially for the smallest particles.

4.6 Impact of nucleation schemes on CCN concentration20

CCN concentration depends on both the particle size distribution and aerosol chemical
composition. Observational studies have linked nucleation events to CCN production
(e.g. Asmi et al., 2011; Wiedensohler et al., 2009). New particles can grow to the size
of CCN through condensation and coagulation processes, although only a portion of
these particles reach that size. As discussed in Kerminen et al. (2012) and references25

therein, the connection between the formation of new particles and CCN concentration
has recently started to be investigated by using models. They note a non-linear depen-
dence between atmospheric CCN production and the nucleation process due to (1) the
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nucleation rate, (2) subsequent growth of nucleated particles to larger sizes, and (3) the
presence of primary aerosol particles, and pointed out the challenge in accurately pre-
dicting CCN concentrations given these factors. Several studies (e.g. Merikanto et al.,
2009; Westervelt et al., 2014) have shown that boundary layer nucleation plays an im-
portant role in determining CCN number concentration. During CARES, CCN number5

concentrations were measured at both the T0 and T1 sites for several supersaturations
(SS= 0.1, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5 %). To assess the impact of the nucleation parameterizations
on CCN, we next compare observed CCN with simulated CCN number concentration
calculated offline using the simulated chemical composition and the hygroscopicity of
particles together with their size-dependent number concentration predicted by WRF-10

Chem.
As shown in Tables 5 and 6, the calculated CCN number concentrations generally

are weakly correlated with the measurements. The calculated CCN are generally lower
than the measurements, except for supersaturations of 0.5 %. The underestimation at
0.1 and 0.2 % supersaturations is likely to be closely linked to the large number of15

ultrafine particles that are not activated at these supersaturations, since the effective
diameter of CCN is inversely correlated to the supersaturation (Yue et al., 2011). From
the predicted CCN concentration and particle size distribution we estimated the critical
diameter for cloud droplet activation. There is no clear distinction in the average simu-
lated critical diameter between the T0 and T1 sites, and it varies from ∼ 55 nm at 0.5 %20

supersaturation to ∼ 215 nm at a supersaturation of 0.1 %.
Figures 20 and 21 present the times series of observed and calculated CCN at both

the T0 and T1 sites for five supersaturations. Comparing observed CCN and CN10
concentrations shows that several hours after the NPEs take place, an increase in CCN
concentration is also observed. This is consistent with observational studies around the25

world that reported a clear increase in the CCN concentration after the occurrence of
nucleation events (e.g., Kuata et al., 2008; Levin et al., 2012). During the northerly wind
period, the simulated CCN concentrations better match the observations at the T1 site
compared to results at the T0 site. This is likely due to lower PNC biases for all size
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ranges at the T1 site during the same period, thus also demonstrating the connection
between PNC and CCN.

We next analyze how selection of the nucleation parameterization affects the pre-
dicted CCN number concentration for one supersaturation (SS= 0.5 %). For this pur-
pose we compare the ACT, KIN, and ORG results with a simulation in which nucleation5

(and NPF) was turned off. Compared to the simulation with no NPF, CCN levels at
SS= 0.5 % from ACT, KIN, and ORG are around 18 % higher at the T0 site and 26 %
higher at the T1 site. These changes indicate that nucleation and subsequent growth
moderately influences the CCN at this supersaturation. This result has been found in
previous studies that report 5–70 % of the CCN could be attributed to nucleation (e.g.10

Spracklen et al., 2010; Pierce and Adams, 2009; Matsui et al., 2013).
For SS= 0.5 %, the average activation ratios (AR), defined as AR=CCN/CN10, are

around 0.10 at both measurement sites for all parameterizations. As pointed out by
Andreae and Rosenfeld (2008), low AR are observed with fresh aerosols, whereas
AR approaches 1 for aged aerosols. The relatively small ARs obtained for the ACT,15

KIN, and ORG parameterizations exhibit the importance of freshly formed secondary
aerosols and are relatively close to the observed AR (0.14 and 0.21 for the T0 and T1
sites, respectively).

Thus, from the statistical analysis and the temporal evolution of CCN at different
supersaturations, we can conclude that nucleation affects both CCN concentrations20

and the fraction of particles that are available to act as CCN. However, the ACT, KIN,
and ORG parameterizations give fairly similar results, suggesting that the CCN-sized
particles are mainly driven by processes other than nucleation.

4.7 Impact of sectional bin number on predicted particle number and mass
concentration25

Based on the statistics shown in Sect. 4.1, the ACT parameterization performed some-
what better for both surface measurement sites and for most of the G-1 aircraft flights.
Therefore, we now focus on comparing the impact of sectional bin number on predicted
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particle number and mass concentration when the ACT parameterization is used. In
addition to the 20-size bin simulation (hereafter referred to ACT-20BIN) presented pre-
viously, we performed two additional simulations. Simulation ACT-8BIN employs the
default 8-particle-size-bins ranging from 39 nm to 10 µm used by MOSAIC in the pub-
licly released version of WRF-Chem. Note that for this configuration, the Kerminen5

and Kulmala (2002) parameterization is applied to estimate the coagulation loss of
new particles during their growth from 1 to 39 nm. The second simulation, ACT-12BIN,
uses 12-particle-size-bins ranging from 1 nm to 10 µm. This bin structure still explic-
itly resolves new particle formation, while reducing computational costs compared to
ACT-20BIN by 36 %. Using ACT-8BIN reduces the computing cost by 45 % compared10

to ACT-20BIN.
The comparison between standard 8 bin configuration that uses the Wexler param-

eterization (WEX-8BIN) and 8 bin version that uses ACT (ACT-8BIN) shows a modest
improvement in predicted CN40 concentration when ACT is used (Tables 7 and 8). For
example, at the T0 site the CN40 NMB is reduced from −34 % for WEX-8BIN (Table 1)15

to −8 % for ACT-8BIN (Table 7). However, the statistics for CN100 concentration shows
that ACT-8BIN has NMBs of −58 and −67 % at the T0 and T1 sites, respectively, com-
pared to WEX-8BIN NMBs of −55 and −65 %. We speculate that CN40 and CN100 con-
centrations are more dependent on condensational growth than on coagulation loss.

As can be seen from Tables 7 and 8, the use of ACT with 12 bins produces similar20

results for CN10 particles compared to the ACT-20BIN simulation, while also showing
a visible improvement for CN40 and CN100 particles, reducing the CN40 overestimations
by more than 40 % and the CN100 overestimations by more than 20 %. The correlation
coefficients between observed and ACT-12BIN simulated values are similar to the R
values between observed and ACT-20BIN.25

Applying the same statistics for the particles collected during the G-1 aircraft flights,
we note that both ACT-12BIN and ACT-20BIN overestimate CN3 and CN10 particles
(Table 9). However, the use of ACT-12BIN tends to decrease the overestimate of ACT-
20BIN in predicted CN3 concentration up to 71 % (10 June, morning flight). The statis-
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tics for all flights show an improvement in predicted CN3 number for ACT-12BIN, with
a NMB of 194 % compared to an ACT-20BIN NMB of 226 %, while for CN10 for all
flights we obtain similar NMB scores (169 and 162 % for ACT-12BIN and ACT-20BIN,
respectively).

This statistical analysis shows that the use of a 12 bin particle size distribution rep-5

resents a good compromise between computational time and the aerosol physico-
chemical processes included in WRF-Chem.

Analyzing the total mass of aerosol species obtained from the simulations in which
the number of discrete size bins is varied, we note that differences between the 20 bin
and 12 bin versions are very small. Over the entire analyzed period of 7–16 June 2010,10

the predicted mass concentration of aerosol compounds varies by ±2 % between ACT-
12BIN and ACT-20BIN. The differences are larger when we compare ACT-20BIN and
ACT-8BIN, with ACT-20BIN producing 4 % more SO4 mass, 6 % more NH4 mass, 1 %
more NO3 mass and 5 % less OA mass over the entire simulation period. These differ-
ences are partly related to the primary aerosol emissions in the 8 bin and 20 bin ver-15

sions. A small fraction of aerosol mass emissions are in the 10–40 nm size range, so
emissions in the ACT-20BIN simulation are about 1 % larger than in ACT-8BIN. Another
factor is the increased surface area of submicron aerosol in the ACT-20BIN simulation
compared to the ACT-8BIN simulation, which leads to an enhancement of gas-particle
partitioning.20

5 Summary and conclusions

The WRF-Chem model v.3.5 was used to simulate the particle number concentration
(CN) and size distribution during the CARES field campaign, which took place near
Sacramento, CA in June 2010. The MOSAIC aerosol model was extended to incor-
porate nm sizes of freshly nucleated particles and three state-of-the-science empirical25

nucleation mechanisms, which were used to investigate how different formulations of
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the nucleation rate impact the temporal and spatial variations of simulated CN and
CCN number concentrations.

By comparing simulation results from the three empirical nucleation parameteriza-
tions explicitly treating nucleation using a 20-size bin sectional framework with mea-
surements acquired during the CARES campaign, we showed that the parameteriza-5

tions generally reproduced the overall observed spatial and temporal variability. How-
ever, the simulations with the activation (ACT), kinetic (KIN), and organics+H2SO4
(ORG) parameterizations overestimated the observed number concentration for parti-
cles with diameters> 10 nm (CN10). In terms of the normalized mean bias (NMB), the
best results were obtained using the ACT parameterization (NMB of 178 % over the10

entire analyzed period at the CARES T0 site), while the least favorable results were
obtained for KIN (NMB of 255 % at the T1 site). This overestimation was reduced for
larger submicron particles (CN40 and CN100). Measurements on a day with a new par-
ticle formation and growth event (NPE) indicated a diurnal cycle consisting of the onset
of nucleation in the morning, subsequent particle growth, and particle number decrease15

during the afternoon. The cycles predicted from the ACT, KIN, and ORG simulations
were similar to observed; the simulated onset of nucleation, however, was two hours
earlier than observed and coincided with the onset of SOA formation. For a non-NPE
day, our simulations reproduced the observed particle number concentration and the
observed late afternoon shift in size distribution associated with the collapse of the20

boundary layer.
Using budget diagnostic terms we were able to establish how the nucleation rate pa-

rameterization affects the source/sink of particles, and also to explain some simulated
features. The different nucleation parameterizations led to differences in the daily vari-
ability and magnitude of the budget terms associated with condensation, nucleation25

and coagulation for particles in the 1–10 nm size range (CN1–10). For example, ACT
and KIN exhibit almost the same variability at model locations corresponding to the
two surface observation sites on a NPE day, yield one peak in CN1–10 particle number
concentration around noon local time, and are highly correlated to the diurnal vari-
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ation of H2SO4 concentration. In contrast, ORG exhibits a different diurnal variation,
showing two peaks (morning and afternoon) for most of the budget diagnostic terms
for particles in 1–10 nm range. Thus, the different nucleation parameterizations lead
to different results in both particle number and size distribution. However, these differ-
ences are greatly reduced for larger particles. We conclude that the loss processes are5

efficient and could explain the relatively similar biases of CN40 and CN100 given by the
ACT, KIN and ORG parameterizations. Moreover, the budget diagnostic terms help us
to understand modeled features such as the late afternoon shift in the observed and
simulated size distribution on the non-NPE day.

We also analyzed the impact of the various nucleation parameterizations on CCN10

concentrations. We found that although the nucleation process could explain a per-
centage of CCN number concentration (up to 20–30 % at 0.5 % supersaturation), the
choice of nucleation parameterization had no impact on the magnitude of the predicted
CCN number concentration.

Using an intermediate number of size bins (12) to represent the particle size dis-15

tribution and to explicitly capture the new particle formation process, we obtain CN10
results similar to those obtained using 20 size bins, and improvements (relative to ob-
servations) for CN40 and CN100. Thus we can state that the use of a 12-size bin sec-
tional framework represents a good compromise between computational time and the
physico-chemical processes included in the WRF-Chem model. Simulations using the20

MOSAIC default 8-size bin (339 nm–10 µm diameter) sectional framework and either
the ACT or the default Wexler nucleation parameterization underestimate the observed
CN40 and CN100 concentrations and do not reproduce the observed daily variability as
well as the 20 bin simulations.

We also analyzed the impact of size distribution on predicted aerosol mass concen-25

tration. We noticed that between 12 and 20 bin frameworks there is little variation over
the entire analyzed period. Larger differences are found when we compare 8 and 20
bin frameworks, with up to 6 % more mass (in the case of NH4) predicted by the 20 bin
version.
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Our analyses also suggest the ACT parameterization, where the nucleation rate is
linearly proportional to the H2SO4 concentration, performs reasonably well, although
sensitivity studies such as those employing uncertainty quantification (UQ) techniques
would be needed to adjust empirical coefficients to better represent the magnitude of
total PNC over California. Since the aerosol size distribution is a source of uncertainty5

in models, additional studies testing the sensitivity of the size distribution to primary
particles may also improve the simulated particle number concentration and size dis-
tribution. Although the CARES campaign provided data to test and evaluate different
new particle formation parameterizations, additional measurements such as H2SO4
and organic acid gas concentrations are necessary to better constrain the nucleation10

rate expressions.
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Table 1. Observed mean and simulation summary statistics for aerosol number concentrations
for particle diameters ≥ 10 nm (CN10), ≥ 40 nm (CN40), and ≥ 100 nm (CN100). The normal-
ized mean bias (NMB) and correlation coefficient (R) are calculated between simulated and
observed number concentration at the CARES T0 site during the 7–16 June 2010 period.

Analyzed Observed mean Model NMB (%) R
period CN10 CN40 CN100 experiment CN10 CN40 CN100 CN10 CN40 CN100

Entire 8576 2748 366 ACT 184 66 78 0.71 0.56 0.53
period KIN 255 67 65 0.69 0.56 0.50

ORG 233 71 68 0.66 0.57 0.51
8BIN – −34 −55 – 0.56 0.32

South- 9885 3328 435 ACT 191 60 86 0.71 0.53 0.45
westerly KIN 278 63 71 0.68 0.52 0.40
flow ORG 228 66 75 0.67 0.54 0.40

8BIN – −68 −47 – 0.15 0.53
Northerly 6162 1686 202 ACT 168 87 49 0.48 0.17 0.08
flow KIN 193 83 47 0.41 0.16 0.07

ORG 247 88 42 0.44 0.20 0.03
8BIN – −66 −48 – 0.24 0.30
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Table 2. Same as Table 1, except for the CARES T1 site.

Analyzed Observed mean Model NMB (%) R
period CN10 CN40 CN100 experiment CN10 CN40 CN100 CN10 CN40 CN100

Entire 6389 3121 518 ACT 178 31 25 0.74 0.70 0.51
period KIN 231 36 13 0.64 0.49 0.55

ORG 239 36 16 0.67 0.69 0.51
8BIN – −51 −65 – 0.57 0.32

South- 7960 4073 691 ACT 187 35 33 0.71 066 0.33
westerly KIN 347 27 6 0.62 0.43 0.41
flow ORG 256 41 23 0.59 0.63 0.32

8BIN – −58 −62 – 0.51 0.03
Northerly 4429 1878 289 ACT 129 19 −12 0.67 0.11 −0.13
flow KIN 278 68 7 0.41 0.06 0.07

ORG 158 18 −16 0.68 0.10 −0.16
8BIN – −40 −77 – 0.06 −0.16
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Table 3. Selected budget diagnostic terms (cm−3 h−1) averaged over 04:00–16:00 PST for all
NPE days at the T0 and T1 sites. The CN1–10 Transport+Deposition term includes advection,
turbulent mixing, and dry deposition.

NPE event Experiment CN1–10 CN1–10 CN1–10 CN1–10 CN10–100
Transport+ Condensation Nucleation Coagulation Condensation+
Deposition Coagulation

07 Jun 2010 ACT −467 −6165 64 200 −56 662 3113
KIN 34 589 −28 112 568 746 −566 077 7851

ORG −111 977 −34 309 2 295 385 −2 127 692 8648
08 Jun 2010 ACT 30 028 −33 002 493 769 −498 615 14 378

KIN −706 731 −43 362 22 285 077 −21 623 692 11 718
ORG −142 762 −19 701 1 323 769 −1 147 923 5311

09 Jun 2010 ACT 13 514 −44 665 136 923 −105 308 37 167
KIN −78 154 −85 439 1 812 308 −1 646 923 71 408

ORG −163 368 −56 626 1 868 154 −1 646 000 44 537
10 Jun 2010 ACT 38 646 −53 764 45 238 −29 546 50 833

KIN 7144 −80 066 307 523 −229 331 78 095
ORG −194 592 −77 118 630 231 −352 538 68 368

11 Jun 2010 ACT 37 617 −50 877 25 515 −11 409 49 099
KIN 8629 −58 040 100 538 −51 247 56 856

ORG −282 259 −84 154 687 231 −310 454 68 239
14 Jun 2010 ACT 25 291 −31 878 608 846 −594 692 10 094

KIN −1 036 169 −50 777 28 470 000 −27 343 923 18 983
ORG −72 954 −21 925 900 462 −797 923 8930

15 Jun 2010 ACT 5769 −27 877 267 462 −243 431 11 901
KIN −418 362 −25 031 7 323 846 −7 022 969 25 423

ORG −77 023 −26 138 1 231 000 −1 129 462 17 232
16 Jun 2010 ACT 54 250 −79 367 84 167 −56 858 74 135

KIN −159 425 −49 981 832 727 −615 400 46 482
ORG −142 382 −72 017 425 417 −207 458 64 203
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Table 4. Observed mean and simulation summary statistics for aerosol number concentrations
for particle diameters ≥ 3 nm (CN3) and CN10. The observed mean, normalized mean bias
(NMB) and correlation coefficient (R) are calculated between simulated and observed number
concentration collected during the CARES G-1 aircraft flights.

PNC Flight Observed NMB (%) R
mean ACT KIN ORG ACT KIN ORG

CN3 08 Jun, morning (08a) 20 472 157 614 227 0.64 0.67 0.74
08 Jun, afternoon (08b) 13 990 274 603 204 0.84 0.79 0.67
10 Jun, morning (10a) 17 392 212 365 212 0.22 0.19 −0.05
12 Jun, morning (12a) 12 340 198 162 243 0.40 0.29 0.50
12 Jun, afternoon (12b) 14 459 184 307 359 −0.06 0.10 0.32
14 Jun, morning (14a) 21 913 259 824 368 0.56 0.57 0.51
15 Jun, morning (15a) 24 800 250 845 296 0.68 0.69 0.61
15 Jun, afternoon (15b) 14 800 260 776 330 0.75 0.46 0.38

All flights 17 564 226 608 282 0.52 0.51 0.48

CN10 08 Jun, morning (08a) 11 588 90 173 118 0.57 0.58 0.58
08 Jun, afternoon (08b) 10 161 162 219 168 0.80 0.81 0.77
10 Jun, morning (10a) 10 804 95 138 92 −0.03 0.03 −0.12
12 Jun, morning (12a) 6019 69 105 87 0.44 0.49 0.55
12 Jun, afternoon (12b) 7940 128 128 105 −0.05 −0.04 −0.04
14 Jun, morning (14a) 11 999 221 365 273 0.72 0.70 0.60
15 Jun, morning (15a) 13 601 216 338 250 0.71 0.70 0.61
15 Jun, afternoon (15b) 12 625 230 296 068 0.48 0.14 0.29

All flights 10 641 162 239 184 0.54 0.51 0.49
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Table 5. Summary statistics for CCN number concentration at several super saturations
(SS= 0.1, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5 %). The observed mean, normalized mean bias (NMB) and correla-
tion coefficient (R) are calculated between simulated and observed number concentration at
the T0 site during the 7–16 June 2010 period.

Observed mean Experiment NMB (%) R
SS0.1 SS0.2 SS0.35 SS0.5 SS0.1 SS0.2 SS0.35 SS0.5 SS0.1 SS0.2 SS0.35 SS0.5

105 329 729 1067 ACT −49 −34 −5 29 0.39 0.23 0.39 0.30
KIN −49 −34 −9 27 0.39 0.22 0.35 0.28
ORG −49 −33 −8 26 0.38 0.23 0.36 0.29
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Table 6. Same as Table 5, except for the T1 site.

Observed mean Experiment NMB (%) R
SS0.1 SS0.2 SS0.35 SS0.5 SS0.1 SS0.2 SS0.35 SS0.5 SS0.1 SS0.2 SS0.35 SS0.5

109 333 729 1181 ACT −53 −29 6 26 0.62 0.40 0.43 0.58
KIN −53 −32 −1 22 0.64 0.39 0.40 0.57
ORG −52 −33 1 23 0.63 0.40 0.41 0.58
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Table 7. Summary statistics for CN10, CN40 and CN100 when using the ACT parameterization
in a sectional framework with different numbers of particle size bins together with statistics for
default configuration of WRF-Chem (WEX-8BIN). It should be noted that WEX-8BIN statistical
results are the same as the 8BIN simulation presented in Tables 1 and 2. The observed mean,
normalized mean bias (NMB) and correlation coefficient (R) are calculated between simulated
and observed number concentration at the T0 site during the 7–16 June 2010 period.

Observed mean Experiment NMB (%) R
CN10 CN40 CN100 CN10 CN40 CN100 CN10 CN40 CN100

8576 2748 366 WEX-8BIN – −34 −55 – 0.56 0.32
ACT-8BIN – −8 −58 – 0.32 0.24
ACT-12BIN 188 18 49 0.72 0.46 0.48
ACT-20BIN 184 66 78 0.71 0.56 0.53
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Table 8. Same as Table 7, except for the T1 site.

Observed mean Experiment NMB (%) R
CN10 CN40 CN100 CN10 CN40 CN100 CN10 CN40 CN100

6389 3121 518 WEX-8BIN – −51 −65 – 0.57 0.32
ACT-8BIN – −17 −67 – 0.43 0.36
ACT-12BIN 187 −8 4 0.72 0.63 0.48
ACT-20BIN 178 31 25 0.74 0.70 0.51
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Table 9. Summary statistics for CN3 and CN10 when using the ACT parameterization in a sec-
tional framework with different numbers of particle size bins. The observed mean, normalized
mean bias (NMB) and correlation coefficient (R) are calculated between simulated and ob-
served number concentration collected during the CARES G-1 aircraft flights.

PNC Flights Observed mean NMB (%) R
ACT-12BIN ACT-20BIN ACT-12BIN ACT-20BIN

CN3 08 Jun, morning (08a) 20 472 151 157 0.68 0.64
08 Jun, afternoon (08b) 13 990 223 274 0.75 0.84
10 Jun, morning (10a) 17 392 141 212 0.21 0.22
12 Jun, morning (12a) 12 340 112 198 0.35 0.40
12 Jun, afternoon (12b) 14 459 175 184 0.11 −0.06
14 Jun, morning (14a) 21 913 213 259 0.61 0.56
15 Jun, morning (15a) 24 800 242 250 0.64 0.68
15 Jun, afternoon (15b) 14 800 275 260 0.73 0.75

All flights 17 564 194 226 0.37 0.52

CN10 08 Jun, morning (08a) 11 588 19 90 0.62 0.57
08 Jun, afternoon (08b) 10 161 165 162 0.74 0.80
10 Jun, morning (10a) 10 804 89 95 −0.11 −0.03
12 Jun, morning (12a) 6019 61 69 0.39 0.44
12 Jun, afternoon (12b) 7940 131 128 −0.02 −0.05
14 Jun, morning (14a) 11 999 219 221 0.72 0.72
15 Jun, morning (15a) 13 601 230 216 0.68 0.71
15 Jun, afternoon (15b) 12 625 260 230 0.73 0.48

All flights 10 641 169 162 0.38 0.54
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Figure 1. Observed and simulated time series of particle number concentration at the T0 site
for (a) CN10; (b) CN40; (c) CN100. Gray shading indicates nighttime and the arrow denotes the
period of northerly synoptic flow associated with the passage of a trough over California. All
times are local Pacific Standard Time (PST).
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1, except for the T1 site.
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Figure 3. Number size distribution as a function of geometric diameter and time at the T0 site
on 8 June 2010 and from (a) observations and the (b) ACT, (c) KIN, and (d) ORG simulations.
The vectors along the bottom of each panel represent the observed and calculated winds at
10 ma.g.l. (agl) at the T0 site. The maximum wind speed at about 15:00 PST in (b–d) is 6 ms−1.
The black diamonds represent the observed (a) and simulated (b–d) boundary layer heights.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, except for the T1 site.
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Figure 5. Particle production from the ACT and ORG parameterizations at the T0 and T1 sites
on 8 June 2010 together with modeled BL height (circled line). The dashed line shows the
altitude of maximum predicted number of small particles.
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Figure 6. Simulated aerosol mass concentrations at the T0 site on 8 June 2010 predicted by
the ACT parameterization.
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Figure 7. (a) Nucleation budget term (cm−3 h−1) averaged over first five model layers from
05:00 to 09:00 PST 8 June 2010 from the ACT simulation, together with a backward trajectory
from 08:00 PST on 7 June to 09:00 PST on 8 June 2010; the red dots denote the hourly lo-
cations of the air mass prior to its arrival at the T0 ; (b) Altitude of the air mass (black line)
together with particle number concentration in 1–10 nm diameter range (red line), 10–40 nm
range (green line), 40–100 nm range (blue line) and nucleation rate (orange circled line); the
gray area denotes the terrain height.
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Figure 8. Budget diagnostic terms for 1–10 nm particles at the T0 site on 8 June: (a) dry
deposition; (b) transport; (c) condensation; (d) nucleation; (e) coagulation; (f) total tendency;
(g) particle number concentration; and (h) tendency of particles coming from nucleation and
coagulation processes. The left-hand side (black) vertical axes are for ACT and ORG. The
right-hand side (blue) axes are for KIN, which gave larger budget terms.
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Figure 9. Budget diagnostic terms for 10–40 nm particles at the T0 site on 8 June: (a) depo-
sition; (b) transport; (c) condensation; (d) emissions; (e) coagulation; (f) total tendency; and
(g) particle number concentration.
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Figure 10. Budget diagnostic terms for 40–100 nm particles at the T0 site on 8 June: (a) de-
position; (b) transport; (c) condensation; (d) emissions; (e) coagulation; (f) total tendency; and
(g) particle number concentration.
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Figure 11. Modeled H2SO4 (red line), and organic gas concentrations (blue line) at the T0 site
on 8 June 2010 (circled line) and 12 June 2010 (solid line).
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Figure 12. Particle number distribution for observations (OBS) and the ACT, KIN, and ORG
simulations at the T0 (a, b, c and d) and T1 (e, f, g and h) sites at 10:00 PST (black line),
14:00 PST (blue line) and 19:00 PST (red line). The missing line segments in the simulations
correspond to particle number lower than 10 cm−3.
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Figure 13. Number size distribution as a function of geometric diameter and time at the T0 site
on 12 June 2010 from (a) observations and the (b) ACT, (c) KIN, and (d) ORG simulations.
The vectors along the bottom of each panel represent the observed and calculated winds at
10 ma.g.l. at the T0 site. The maximum wind speed at about 12:00 PST in (b–d) is 10.4 ms−1.
The black diamonds represent the observed (a) and simulated (b–d) boundary layer heights.
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Figure 14. Same as Fig. 13, except for the T1 site.
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Figure 15. Budget diagnostic terms for 1–10 nm particles at the T0 site on 12 June: (a) de-
position; (b) transport; (c) condensation; (d) nucleation; (e) coagulation; (f) total tendency;
(g) particle number concentration in 1 to 10 nm range; and (h) tendency of particles coming
from nucleation and coagulation processes.
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Figure 16. Budget diagnostic terms for 10–40 nm particles at the T0 site on 12 June: (a) de-
position; (b) transport; (c) condensation; (d) emissions; (e) coagulation; (f) total tendency; and
(g) particle number concentration.
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Figure 17. Budget diagnostic terms for 40–100 nm particles at the T0 site on 12 June: (a) de-
position; (b) transport; (c) condensation; (d) emissions; (e) coagulation; (f) total tendency; and
(g) particle number concentration.
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Figure 18. Boxplot for observed and simulated CN3 and CN10 at the surface to 500 m altitude
(a and e); 500–1000 m altitude (b and f) 1000–1500 m altitude (c and g); and 1500–2000 m
altitude (d and h) for the 8 June 2010 afternoon G-1 flight. Observations are in black, ACT
simulation values are in green, KIN in blue, and ORG in red. The line in the middle of each box
is the median, while the boxes represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, and “whiskers” the 5th
and 95th percentiles.
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Figure 19. Same as Fig. 18, except for the 12 June 2010 afternoon G-1 flight.
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Figure 20. Observed and simulated time series of CCN number concentration at the T0 site
for (a) SS= 0.1 %; (b) SS= 0.2 %; (c) SS= 0.35 % (e) SS= 0.5 % together with (e) CN10 con-
centration. Gray shading area indicates nighttime while the black arrow denotes the northerly
synoptic flow associated with the passage of troughs over California.
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Figure 21. Same as Fig. 20, except for the T1 site.
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